Abstract. In the article the application reconfiguration technology for the decision of a problem of difficult nonlinear object control in the greatest possible area of its states is shown.
Problem statement
Now, essential increase of intensity of dynamic processes occurs in modern conditions. Also the problems solved at control of mobile objects become more and more difficult and various.
Synthesis of reliable algorithms of control of difficult mobile objects and difficult dynamic nonlinear processes is an actual problem of the present. Real systems are so difficult, that the general method of creation of the controlling systems guaranteeing necessary quality and efficiency of their functioning in modern conditions does not exist today. It causes importance of the given problem.
Creation of civil aircraft control systems is based on the concept of creation of CNS/ATM Systems (Communication, Navigation, Surveillance and air traffic management system) and the concept of transition from Managed Airspace to zones of free flight accepted by the International Civil Aviation Organization.
Analysis of researches and publications
The difficult nonlinear systems dynamically controlled in "big" are a new class investigated in the dynamic systems and processes control theory [10, 11] . Natural tendencies of complication make active new requirements of maximum use of all potential control possibilities of purposeful systems, including extremely possible on dynamics and on the states space size.
In the control theories such type processes occurring on the verge of possible and providing control of an object state in maximum big area of its states are called marginal or control processes in "big".
Heart of the problem is absence of a regular complex system research method of difficult nonlinear systems. Today it means, that researches and synthesis in "big" each concrete system are necessarily carried out by combination theory methods, methods of the theory of linear differential systems with constant factors [1, 2, 6, 15] , heuristic methods, that for considered type systems are not effectively.
Practical insistency of control of processes in "big" demands the decision of the given problem.
The analysis of scientific publications and researches (on materials of 10th IFAC International Symposium on Dynamics and Control of Process Systems, December 18-20, 2013, IIT Bombay, Mumbai, India; 9th IFAC Symposium on Nonlinear Control Systems, September 4-6, 2013, Toulouse, France; 19th IFAC Symposium on Automatic Control in Aerospace, September 2-6, 2013, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany) has shown the absence of the works devoted to analytical methods of the analysis of all possible process states as close, and far from simple, special and critical points and system manifold and also devoted to synthesis of controlling functions for expedient change of evolution and a process state.
The object of paper
Article purpose is the solution of a problem of difficult nonlinear object control in the greatest possible its states area at complex use of all possibilities of an aircraft design.
Problem solving
The reconfiguration technology based on a method of absolute invariance and autonomy of essentially nonlinear multidimensional systems, V.V.Pavlov's Functional Homeostasis law [9] and McR&C&D law [3, 7] is offered.
These laws meet the optimum ergatic systems requirements and define a choice of virtual object and its property.
This technology for automatic and piloted modes of aircraft control uses homeostatic strategy of synthesis of algorithms and structures of functioning of system "pilot -control system -aircraft".
That is especially important at such unusual control modes as flight on modes: subcritical, critical and supercritical.
In article the kinematic equations of spatial aircraft motion relative to the flat earth in semistability coordinate frame at neglect centrifugal Coriolis forces are considered [4, 5, 8, 13, 14] :
where m -the aircraft mass;
V -the speed of mass center; M -the Mach number; S -the wing area; q -the aerodynamic force parameter;
x C , y C , z C -the aerodynamic coefficients of similarity.
The general model of aerodynamic coefficients of similarity in the form of modified Newton polar [4, 5, 8, 13, 14] is used most aerobatics, emergency,  for the generalized research problem on modes: normal, critical: 
where x Q -the set of object state parameters, U -the set of object control parameters. Use of modified Newton polar (3) allows to carry out researches in the expanded range of speeds without boundary conditions on an angle of attack α . It is supposed that the aircraft aerodynamic scheme allows to create thrust on any angles of attack α .
The problem is solved in two stages. At the first stage the direct problem is solved. It is necessary to synthesize virtual object with the independent organization of controls, its virtual area of states i Q and virtual area of controls i P on real object (1) - (5) (6) At the second stage the inverse problem is solved. It is necessary to synthesize the real controls ) (t α , ) (t g δ and ) (t γ of real object (1) - (5) 
These absolute invariance equations in a direct problem are the mapping operator of the space of real controls ( , , ) (А,B, ) 
Then, if the decision of the given problem exists, the virtual object exists in states space Q ; ,
and the corresponding real object (1) - (5) exists with real controls ) , , (
The complete structure of the closed system is shown on Fig. 1 .
Results of modeling of algorithm of aircraft kinematics control in "big" by means of given reconfiguration technology are shown on Figs 2-5.
Figs 2-5 show that the object (1) - (5) 
